
SNIPPETS

LIQUID LONGING
My countless identical brothers and I
Do relish our vantage from way up high,
Each flying around as a nitrogen pair
And making up eighty percent of the air.

But sometimes it’s boring, floating up here,
As part of the gaseous atmosphere,
Though really, I wouldn’t complain, if only
It weren’t so absolutely lonely.

Because we’re a gas, it’s clearly a fact
That our molecules rarely do interact.
Our density’s measure is simply too low
For our intermolecular friendships to grow.

And if, perchance, two souls are to meet,
They scatter away without missing a beat—
No conversations, no talk of the weather,
No effort to blossom, to grow together.

But one day, however, I got the rare chance,
In the midst of our random molecular dance,

To talk with an H2O just long enough
To be able to learn some incredible stuff.

He said he had buddies that he used to stick with,
While swimming in something he called a “liquid.”

“In liquids, everyone’s quite a bit closer.
You ever been part of one?” he asked. “No, sir.”

He looked me over. “What do you expect?
You have no strong ‘handles’ with which to connect!

Hydrogen bonds you clearly won’t make;
You lack polar ‘H’s,’ for goodness sake!
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If making a liquid were really your goal,
’Twould help if you sported some sort of dipole,
Or also, you could have been bigger in size,
So dispersion-type forces could dictate your ties.

But thus, these friendships that you seek
Can in your case, at best, be weak.
Your intermolecular forces, alas,
Are small. That’s why you are a gas.

But wait, there’s hope! The truth is that
It also depends what the temperature’s at.
The higher the thermal energy,
The more will you fly all around and be free.

But when it’s really, very cold,
Then weaker forces actually hold.
So go to a frigid locale, and then,
You will be liquid nitrogen.”

And as rapidly as our exchange did commence,
He said, “Bye, I must go away now and condense.”
But he taught me the cause of my gaseous deal:
My friendship conditions were just not ideal.

See, some can create many friendships with ease,
Without the need for help from a freeze.
For me, to get some friends clearly meant
I would need a different environment.

While many may dream of the sun and the heat,
I dream of the countless new friends I would meet,
How I would be popular, everyone’s hero
At two hundred Celsius degrees below zero.

I do wish the change didn’t need to be drastic.
To have friends right now would indeed be fantastic.
So if you are the type who can mingle with ease,
Just try to make friends with us too… please?
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